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There’s an unmistakable allure to a great hotel wine bar, where 
the scene changes every night, the oenophiles gather to swirl 
and socialize, and no one has to worry about navigating any-

where farther than the elevator. From a six cellar-spot in Austria 
holding a total of 60,000 bottles, to New York City gem at the 

forefront of wine-based cocktails, these are some of the top 
hotel wine bars around the world.

By: Kristy Alpert

Grand Hotel Tremezzo



Grand Hotel Tremezzo

L’Escale Wine Bar

This Lake Como hotel was the frst of its 

kind to grace the shores of the languid 

lakefront community. Following a few 

iterations, the hotel’s bar and cellar today 

features a series of wine cask tables set 

inside a carved out rock room. There, 

guests can select something from a wine 

list of more than 400 bottles; of course, no 

less than 350 of those wear their Italian 

labels proudly. 



The Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina
Oeno Wine Barz

Elegant bottles of reds, whites, and roses line the two levels that make up this over-the-top 

wine bar. For a deeper immersion into the scene, patrons can delve into the temperature-

controlled cave and choose from more than 60 gourmet cheeses to pair with the menu of 

more than 400 wines.



Hotel Monte Mulini 
The Wine Vault

Overlooking the azure waters of Lone Bay, this oenophile’s heaven is set beneath 

the grounds of the Hotel Monte Mulini in Rovinj, Croatia. Guests can opt to sit 

indoors or out in the open air—surrounded by water bay views—as they browse 

the extensive list of  local and imported wine. The 550 bottles themselves await 

their unveiling within the cellars of this cave-like bar.

Palais Coburg
Vienna, Austria

Fitted with red leather and elm wood, the wine bar at the Palais 

Coburg offers views of the vaulted chamber where more than 

60,000 bottles are stored in a series of six cellars. The cellars 

are home to four centuries of collections, and contain the 

oldest drinkable wine in the world: a 1727 Bremen Ratskeller 

Rudesheimer Apostelwein.



The Yeatman Hotel
Dicks Bar

Portugal’s best can be found in 

the storied cellars of the Yeatman 

Hotel, where Dick’s Bar offers 

up a rotating variety by the glass 

and by the bottle from the over 

25,000+ bottles in its stock. From 

Vintage Ports to Douro reds and 

sparkling specialties, Dick’s is the 

ideal place to relax with a glass of 

wine while listening to live music 

and looking out over the stunning 

city of Porto.

Royal Mail Hotel
Wine Bar

Rare wines and coveted vintages from names like Penfolds Grange 

and Chateau d’Yquem are served by the glass at this red gum wood-

topped bar in Dunkeld, Victoria. This wine bar was one of the frst 

in Australia to adopt the Coravin wine access system, which allows 

wine to be accessed from bottles without needing to fully uncork 

them—making it easier to sample things that might not otherwise be 

available by the glass. 



Grand Hyatt Goa
Bay View Lounge

India may not be known for its wine (yet), but this swanky sea side resort is seeking to 

change that perception with its 126 bottle wine bar and lounge.  Not only does the bar 

feature some of the world’s best bottles and vintages, but they also offer an exclusive 

selection from Indian winemaker MyraWine called Misft. The wine is only available at 

the Grand Hyatt Goa in Goa, and all profts go toward a local charity.



Hotel Marques de Riscal 
Wine Bar 

Not only is this Frank Gehry-designed Starwood Luxury Collection hotel located 

in the heart of the Rioja Alavesa wine region of Spain, but the bar features rare 

vintages plucked fresh from the vineyards of the Vinos de los Herederos de 

Marques De Riscal, which surround the property. You’ll also fnd an impressive 

selection of international labels, as befts hotel’s sophisticated reputation. 



The Library Hotel 
Madison & Vine

Wine bars are a dime a dozen in New York City, but the 

option inside The Library Hotel seeks to be included in a 

more permanent chapter in the city’s oenophilic narrative. 

The bar offers more than 25 wines by the glass, but, more 

importantly, it was one of the frst to develop an entire list 

of wine-based cocktails. Try the Bourbon Cider Sangria or 

the Grapevine Mojito for a taste of what else can be done 

with what’s beneath the cork.

Paradisus Playa del Carmen La Perla
M Bar 

Framed by a wall of golden Mayan-inspired mirrors, the aesthetics of the M Bar 

are almost as impressive as its extensive wine menu. M Bar is heralded as the 

“holding” bar for the fve-diamond restaurant Passion by Martin Berasategui, but 

after a few glasses of specially selected, delicately balanced Mexican wine, a 

dinner reservation may be the last thing on your mind.
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